
Training at Home for Speed and Power 
Summary of  CMA Zoom Seminar March 14, 2021 - Karla Del Grande and Jamal Miller


 

Purpose of seminar - to describe what worked for us during lockdown periods of the 
Covid pandemic  - not a recipe but a guideline for what is possible in limited space 
and with limited equipment - techniques were used by recreational and competitive 
athletes from high schoolers to elites and Masters with modifications where necessary

Suggestions - find a training partner or group to help with motivation, 
encouragement, and holding you accountable; adapt workouts you already do

Equipment - stretchy band anchored to pole, banister, around squat rack, etc. and 
looped around your waist giving you enough clearance to run with fast high knees in 
sprinter position (OR fast high knees sprinting on the spot can be done instead)

Timing - phone app for timing intervals and wristwatch for timing rest periods worked 
best for Karla

Jamal’s Adapted Workouts - workouts that were done on the track were translated 
to indoor training with lots of harness high knees - any of the workouts could also be 
done outside if you have field or track available - warmup included dynamic 
movements and drills done on the spot - sample workouts show 1. short speed 
workout (equivalent to doing 100s and 200s on the track), 2. leg circuit workout with 
sprints to build leg strength, and 3. workout with longer intervals to build endurance - 
we transitioned to well maintained soccer field as weather warmed up - training there 
and results in meets last summer showed that Karla’s leg speed was maintained 
during this training 

Supplementary Workouts - plank or core circuits (2 samples given), weights or 
kettlebells or bodyweight circuits for strength - whatever else is available to you. 
Recommended mobility work - www.coachjayjohnson.com

Hurdle training - indoor hurdle mobility and drills were done using bed (lead leg 
facing long way, trail leg along the side) or homemade hurdles (Ikea table supports as 
seen in background of Karla’s video or PVC pipe) or regular hurdles 


If you have questions relating to this seminar, please feel free to contact

karla.delgrande@bell.net or jjnmiller@hotmail.com


This information is intended for educational purposes only and is not intended to serve as medical or 
professional advice. Consult with your physician before starting any exercise program to determine if it is right 

for your unique needs. 
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